with
RemoteMeeting

ZOOM, a software that I used just because others did.
More than ��,���
companies use
RemoteMeetings
for online meetings.

RemoteMeeting is a domestic software that

provides high-quality video services and aximum security
that replaces other similar software.

Connect from web browser

AI minute

Real-time meeting
minute with STT

Screen sharing

Share the presenter’s desktop
with the attendees

Document sharing
Share the documents
with the attendees

Attendee list

View attendee list and
their mic/camera status

Screen recording

Record the entire meeting and
share with the attendees

Presenter mode

Control the attendees microphone
and set the speaker to the main screen

RemoteMeeting, the video conference
standard without worries.
“Join the meeting
directly from
the lounge.”

“AI minute just saved
me enormous
amount of time.”

“Audio was so much
clearer as it removed
the background noise..”

“No need to be trained,
anyone can just start
using it.”
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Smart work with video conferencing,
a new normal

The need for video conferencing is gradually increasing.
Globalization, remote collaboration, and changes in the working environment are inevitable global trends.
In addition, more and more companies are allowing their employees to work from home. Working from home
is far more than just convenience. Research shows that working from home improves productivity and reduces
resource consumption. If you can't easily get your team members together, video conferencing is the next
best thing. When working from home or working remotely, the biggest obstacle is the limitation of communication,
but video conferencing can achieve the same effect as traditional way, even if it is not the same as the actual
meeting. Since video conferencing can improve work efficiency by minimizing time and space constraints
in the old face-to-face meetings, more and more companies are actively using video conferencing services.

Video conferencing service that minimizes time and space constraints
and maximizes work efficiency (ROI)

Due to the spread of Corona ��,
demand for video conferencing has

explosively increased

Up until now, the main issue with video conferencing solutions has been to get people to use the video conferencing
system instead of going to and from the event. However, people insisted on face-to-face conferencing, and
the number of users for video conferencing did not reach the breaking point to drive product innovation and
improvement.
The COVID-19 outbreak has changed everything. People are switching from face-to-face meetings to virtual
meetings (i.e. video conferencing). In fact, according to the research statistics, the demand for video conferencing
exploded as the number of home and remote work increased due to the spread of Corona 19, and this is just
the beginning. The growth is unlikely to stop next year. And if this trend continues, you may seldom want
face-to-face meetings by the time the Corona 19 ends.

Web Conferencing in Worldwide / Daily Participants
Daily
Usage
2019
2020
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�,���%
increased
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The largest beneﬁciary of Corona ��,
the external growth of ZOOM

Due to the Corona 19, telecommuting has become commonplace, and the online voice and video conferencing
market is growing significantly. According to the statistics, the demand for video conferencing has exploded
due to the increase in home and remote work even for those without prior planning and preparation. The video
conferencing app 'ZOOM' quickly filled this demand and received the greatest benefit. At the end 2019, the
number of ZOOM users around the world was 10 million and increased to 200 million by 2020. What were
the reasons for such a rapid external growth? There are three main reasons why people use ZOOM.

01
02
03

ZOOM is free!

a common misconception

Everybody is using ZOOM!

Just because others are using it, should I?

Is there any other alternatives?!

Hard to find a comparable service

Why was ZOOM suddenly turned away
besides of its popularity?

Together with the spread of Corona 19, ZOOM users spread rapidly.
However, in the midst of criticism of insufficient security and personal information protection compared to
the growth (a surge in the number of platform users), aka ZOOM Bombing (zoom attack): an unknown person
suddenly enters the meeting making abusive language, rude remarks, sharing pornography, etc.: were seen.
ZOOM, which suffered from various rumors such as lack of encryption function, suspicion of personal information
leakage, and ZOOM Bombing, became a notorious name for being the most insecure app with serious security
concerns. In addition to security issues, inconvenient features, connection, and voice/image quality issues
have also been laid on the table. Due to recurring issues, ZOOM is losing trust from users and its reputation
is tplummeting to the bottom.

Issue �

Issue �

Issue �

My information is
being traded secretly!

The 'China Gate'

The famous
'ZOOM Bombing' attack

According to the disclosure
of Intsights, a global security
company, database of
thousands of ZOOM IDs
and PWs is being traded
on the dark web (encrypted
internet black market).
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All video conference
information on the ZOOM
platform goes
through data centers
in China.

A third party intrudes into
the chat room during
a video conference or
online class transmitting
pornography and hate images
or making racist remarks.
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An F for ZOOM security

Government agencies and large corporations
around the world banned the use of it.
I am concerned because ZOOM's security management level is not high enoug
to handle large amount of sensitive data.
New York Attorney General
ZOOM may be an easy-to-use app, but a company that hasn't taken privacy
Apple Inc.
issues seriously

If you look at the future security measures announced by ZOOM, users have no choice
but to believe that ZOOM will not see or leak their information. However, looking at
Löven Yap, Zcoin
what has been done so far, ZOOM's goodwill is doubtful.

· ZOOM excluded from online classes in New York City, Los Angeles, Nevada, and Utah
· Recommendation of banning the use by Senate members
· Ban on the use by NASA
· Bank of America·Tesla Inc. employees are prohibited from using ZOOM
· Apple Inc. deleted ZOOM from App Store
· Google prohibits the use of ZOOM on corporate computers

USA
UK

· Prohibit use of ZOOM by government agencies including the Ministry of Defense

Germany

· Recommended to use ZOOM only on personal computers

Where security matters,
people are calling ZOOM OUT.
Global trend

ZOOM OUT use / America·Europe

Government

Education
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Global trend ZOOM IN use / America·Europe

Public
institutions

Corporation

Small
business
SMB

Charity

Private
workplace
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The decisive reason why ZOOM is
neglected by users

Insecure video conferencing, where confidential documents are leaked or uninvited intruder getting into
the meeting are serious problem, but even more, a video conferencing should provide a true collaborative
environment to support various types of work. Here is a description of what ZOOM offers and not.

Connectivity
and Quality

does not oﬀer reliable connection and quality.
· Interruption or delay due to increase in access (participants)
· Unstable picture quality (intermittent video) and sound quality (audio delay)
· Screen noise problem after closing the app

Is there a cloud server in your area?

Accessibility
and
Convenience

is NOT FREE. Requires additional installation.
· Installer required to use the service
· (Free) 40 min limit - hassle of creating a new room every 40 min
· Invite requires to know the exact email addresses.

Program installation, meeting time limit, invitation hurdles
– not convenient at all
’s security is WEAK.

Security

· Concern about personal data leakage
· Third parties access risk
· Uncertain transmission data encryption

Security management is a mess. ZOOM Bombing was already expected.

is not with you when you need it.

Support·CS

· Immediate support (response) is not available.
· Phone support - No local language avail.
In the event of a problem, can it answer your needs?
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Basic conditions
for selecting video conferencing tool

The importance of efficient collaboration is gradually being emphasized along with the trend of diversifying
work environments such as remote or telecommuting. In particular, video conferencing tools contribute maximizing
the productivity, smoother non-face-to-face work. It is the first element to be considered when planning a
true remote collaboration environment. Key basic criteria for choosing a next-generation video conferencing
tool are:

Basic conditions
for selecting video
conferencing tool

Oﬀer service ʻwithout blind spots·for and to everyone’

Oﬀer a complete collaboration tool that focuses on meeting.
Provide a vivid sense of reality, as in a face-to-face meeting.
Provide immediate support for ʻin case of a problem’.

ZOOM OUT, the criterion for choosing
a new video conferencing product
- Expected level of service is higher than ever.

Since the start of the “social distancing” and work from home due to the spread of Corona 19 businesses
have gained vast amount of experience in online video conferencing. Users naturally became familiar with
the video conferencing tool, so when introducing a new video conferencing service, users demands more
on the product. Therefore, it is necessary to provide a tailored solution to the level of consumers demands
to survive.

Accessibility

Ease of use

Technology

Video conferencing
service selection
criteria

Technology
05

Connectivity

Pricing
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Users are more and more demanding,
asking for accessibility, connectivity, ease of use, technology base,
and even security for video conferencing solution!

RemoteMeeting,
satisﬁes those most rigorous users

RemoteMeeting started with the question, can anyone easily start a video conference on a web browser without
having to install anything? With the advent of the era of remote work, maintaining continuous communication
has become the main issue.
The purpose of video conferencing is to make better products through prompt communication and smoother
business through quicker decision-making. However, if it is uncomfortable to use, with security concern, without
proper technical support, then it is no different from ZOOM. RemoteMeeting is the first commercial WebRTC
video conferencing service in Korea. Compared to other video conferencing products, it offers 1) 100% connection,
2) High video quality, 3) Perfect security, 4) Large collaboration features, 5) Enterprise aimed·Exclusive features
for admins, 6) Unrivaled domestic video conferencing software with 24/7 technical support.

Unparalleled technology and security

It boasts unparalleled technology and security.
RemoteMeeting's world-class technology brings high-definition HD screen
and voice as well as stable connection. Anyone can easily start or join
a video conference 100% from a web browser, and protect data with strong security.

Connect from web browser

AI minute

Real-time meeting
minute with STT

Screen sharing

Share the presenter’s desktop
with the attendees

Document sharing
Share the documents
with the attendees

Screen recording

Record the entire meeting and
share with the attendees
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Attendee list

View attendee list and
their mic/camera status

Presenter mode

Control the attendees microphone
and set the speaker to the main screen
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Why people choose RemoteMeeting?
With ���% conﬁdence, RemoteMeeting provides a satisfying
video conferencing experience with the highest performance.

Connectivity
and Quality

Accessibility
and
Convenience

oﬀers the most reliable connection
and the best quality from anywhere.
For a seamless meeting, it automatically detects the user's
network bandwidth, adjusts the image quality, and secures
the audio quality, providing an uninterrupted service.

SED
PAS

is accessible by anyone.
As it operates only with web browsers (no ActiveX, no program install,
no OS dependent), there is no need for prior installation or knowledge.
It is designed to hold online meeting in offline fashion, so anyone can
easily start a video conference regardless of
SED
their technical knowledge.
PAS

’s security can be trusted.

Security

Network communication and transmitted data are encrypted, and
shared documents are immediately destroyed at the end of the meeting,
leaving no trace and reducing the risk of leakage. Restrict access of
specific visitors, or even make the meeting room private.

SED
S
A
P

is always with you when you need it.

Support·CS
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In addition to the basic Korean support, our company based in Seoul
can provide technical support 24 hours a day, 365 days a year when
need it.

SED
S
A
P
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Why people love RemoteMeeting?
Simply, RemoteMeeting is diﬀerent from ZOOM.

In-house
technology

Core
technology
AMS

Detect
speaker
VIP

is developed
based on world-class technology without match.
Our proprietary compression technology transmits high-definition and
high-quality data without burdening the network or devices. In addition,
powerful collaboration tools and patented user UX provide the best
D
video conferencing with unique technology.
SSE

PA

provides seamless video conferencing
in any environment with reliable service.
AMS (Advanced Media Server) developed by Rsupport provides seamless
video conferencing in any environment by integrating each user screen
into one video and transmitting single source to each endpoint.

SED
S
A
P

provides a natural immersive
video conferencing environment.
It detects the speaker among multiple attendees and automatically
pins it to the main screen. This helps to focus on the speech, which
further enhances the immersion of the meeting.

SED
S
A
P

is the only video conferencing product that
provides enterprise class management features.

Management
features
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RemoteMeeting is optimized for use by every size of businesses.
Administrators can manage users from registration to setting usage
time and available options. From the data collected in real-time, statistics
(dash board) of when, with whom, and where the video conference
ED
was accessed can be reviewed.
ASS

P
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Summary

Reasons to choose
RemoteMeeting

RemoteMeeting’s
Technology

: RemoteMeeting is loyal to the basics.

01

This service does not require
program installation.

Our product, developed in the HTML5 web standard method based on WebRTC,
is the only video conferencing product in Korea that runs on a cloud web browser.

02 ���% connectivity guaranteed.
03
04
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Proprietary data transmission technology AMS (Advanced Media Server) reduces
the network burden by up to 30%, ensuring seamless connection even for attendees
with low bandwidth or unstable network with automatic detection. In addition, it
minimizes traffic and provides scalable service for large meetings.

It provides clear picture and
audio quality.

The basis of video conferencing is to see-speak. RemoteMeeting not only delivers
noise-free sound, but also focuses on the main speaker's voice with the technology
to prevent the speaker's voice from being cut off or bounced during a video conference.
This provides a better audio quality for a more immersive meeting. In addition, HD
quality video is provided for a video conferencing with clear image quality.

It guarantees the strongest level
of security.

RemoteMeeting offers the highest level of security in the market with features such
as encrypted communication and transmission data using AWS cloud servers, as
well as access control using IP addresses (white list), conference room access
authorization, and private conference rooms. Private meetings are available with
various security devices. By raising the security level of the administrator, the event
logs of all registered users in the group can be checked in real time. In addition,
all shared documents used during the meeting are automatically deleted (volatile)
immediately after the meeting ends, preventing document leakage.
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Summary

Reasons to choose
RemoteMeeting

RemoteMeeting’s
Technology

: RemoteMeeting was developed for the user.

01
02
03
04
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Even ﬁrst-timers can
use it right away.

It provides an intuitive UI/UX that anyone can easily use without training or help
(novice office workers without experience in video conference, middle-aged
executives not familiar with devices (PC·Mobile) or SW.

Many features for oﬀering
and receiving feedbacks.

If different group (internal or external) of people are gathered in a virtual meeting,
you should be able to discuss the agenda more intuitively. RemoteMeeting provides
various collaboration tools (document sharing, screen sharing, chat, recording,
meeting minutes, etc.) that are essential for a smooth video conference.

Experience a natural immersion
just like face to face meeting.

For an immersive meeting, it detects the speaker among the crowd and automatically
pins it to the main screen. Or, the main speaker's camera can be fixed on the main
screen to focus on his speech, further enhancing the immersion of the video
conference.

We oﬀer customized service
for businesses.

Whether the user is an individual or a business, the tools required are clearly different.
RemoteMeeting is the only video conferencing product offering customized services
for businesses. It provides custom business page, custom logo and theme, assign
administrators to directly register and manage users (hours of use/available options,
etc.). In addition, it displays statistics (dash board) by collecting data such as video
conference access/progress records in real time.
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Accessibility

Scalability

User
features

(Install EXE program)

PC

O

O

Mobile

O

O

Max. attendee

100 people

100 people

Max. meeting time

Unlimited
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Unlimited

(free is limited to 40 min)

Multiple methods

Multiple methods

Start / join

Sign up NOT required

Sign up required

Meeting mode

(video, document·screen sharing,
seminar)

Single method

Share screen / document

O

O

AI minute (STT)

O

X

Meeting minute (manual)

O

X

Record

O

O

Chat

O

O

Screenshot

O

X

Detect speaker

O

O

Reservation

O

X

Pin PIP

Admin
features

O

(No Download)

Invite method

Convenience

X

Install program

(Email, URL, room number, etc.)

Multiple modes

O

△

(Pin indiv. or VIP)

(Pin for all or self only)

History
(download recording·
meeting minute)

O

(minute cannot
be downloaded)

Statistics (dashboard)

O

X

Dedicated URL

O

X

Custom logo

O

X

Custom room theme

O

X

△
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Service
self-check

Audio·video
quality
Guarantee

Set camera·microphone

O

O

Check camera
·microphone

O

X

Check network quality

O

X

Video drop

X

O

Audio delay

X

O

Screen noise (on app exit)

X

O

Quality assurance

99.5% guaranteed

Cannot be measured

Free plan

(14 days – unlimited)

O

Various plan

Price

(Per ID, Per room, Per usage)

Paid plan

1. Free
2. Per ID ($12.49)
3. Per Room

O

(40min limit)

Per ID only
1. Free (Only 40 min)
2. Pro ($14.99 per ID)
3. Business
($19.99 / monthly)

4. Enterprise

($19.99 /monthly)
(Min. Qty 100 ID)

Support

Security
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C/S (phone call)

O

X

Korean support

O

X

Server

Korea·Japan

China

Privacy

X

O

Intruder

X

O

Lock

O

X

Document

(auto destroyed/volatile)

O

X

Encryption

O

X

(ZOOM Bombing)

RSUPPORT RemoteMeeting Team 2020

Korea

����� ��~��F S-Tower, �� Wiryeseong-daero,
Songpa-Gu, Seoul, Korea
TEL : +82-70-7011-3900
FAX : +82-2-479-4429
Technical inquiries : support.kr@rsupport.com
Sales inquiries : sales.kr@rsupport.com
General inquiries : info.kr@rsupport.com

Japan

〒���-���� 東京都港区虎ノ門�-�-��
第�虎の門電気ビル�階
購入前のご相談：03-6273-3871
テクニカルサポート：03-6273-3872
一般のお問い合わせ：support.jp@rsupport.com
購入のお問い合わせ：sales.jp@rsupport.com

China

北京市朝阳区阜通东大街�号方恒国际A座����
咨询电话 : +86-10-8256-1810
联系邮箱 : co-china@rsupport.com
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